
ABC: Building Year, Book 4
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Summary

The Blue Day Book for Kids shows that having a bad day happens to 
everyone, and with a little effort and creativity we can often make those days 
more positive. This book has given students practical tips to help them turn 
their blue day around, thereby building basic life coping skills.

This book was selected after our 2004-05 county-wide developmental assets
survey revealed that 55% of students in the 4th and 5th grades reported 
being “sad or depressed in the last two weeks.” Our 2010 survey results 
showed a decrease in that figure to 35% of students who felt this way.



Lesson Goals
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Help students notice, name and understand their 
own emotions, and gain empathy for others. 

Empower students to practice specific skills 
they can use to influence their emotional 
responses. 

● View disappointment and sadness as 
temporary and fixable states 

● Use personal power to act and switch 
directions



Information:
Emotional Vocabulary: Notice, Name and 
Understand

How often do we need to say how we are 
feeling… but can’t find the right words?

This lesson can help us- and our children- 
express complex emotional experiences. 

Labeling emotions is key. If you 
can name it, you can tame it. 

– Marc Brackett, Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence
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Information: 
All Emotions 

Emotions are clues 
that help us 
stay safe and healthy.

“Acknowledging the complexity of life may be an 
especially fruitful path to psychological well-being. 
Negative emotions most likely aid in our survival. 
Bad feelings can be vital clues that a health issue, 
relationship or other important matter needs 
attention.” 

– psychologist Jonathan M. Adler 
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Information:
In Order to Heal, We Must Feel

Asset builders help youth notice, name and 
understand their emotions and express their 
feelings in safe and healthy ways.

Instead of tuning-out to avoid pain, 
disappointment, frustration, anger, and sadness, 
this lesson helps us guide youth in ways to cope 
with difficult emotions and their consequences. 

Caring adults encourage youth to choose how to 
respond and take an active role in guiding their 
own growth and healthy development.
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Conversation Starter: All Grades
How feelings are associated with different 
kinds of music and color
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Play short excerpts from a variety of music.
Ask  “How does this music make you feel?”

Show swatches of different colors.
Ask “How does this color make you feel?”



Conversation Starter: All Grades
Feelings Charades
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Look at the cover of the book –                                      
what does the cover tell you about this book?

Helping students notice, name and 
understand emotions is one of our goals 
for this lesson. All emotions are important, 
normal and part of being human.

Activity Idea:
1. Act out a simple emotion. Use facial expressions and 
posture to express yourself.
2. Ask students to guess the emotion.
• Acknowledge students’ interpretations of the emotion.
• Encourage discussion of synonyms and the difficulty of
   naming emotions with only visual cues.



Reading The Book
As you read the book, ask students to look 

closely at the illustrations. What facial 
expressions, body language and words are 
shared that help us identify each emotion?

Idea: You can make a list of emotions      
during the reading or discussion.

Encourage use of synonyms and/or physical 
cues that help identify emotions.
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Discussion: All Grades
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Notice, Name, and Understand 
• Our moods change throughout the day. 
• Emotions are temporary. 
• Our emotions help us stay safe and healthy.
• We have personal power to choose how we 

respond to pleasant and unpleasant emotions. 



Discussion:  All Grades

Blue Days… Building Resiliency

Notice and name your feelings.  
“I am sad.” 
“I am scared.”
“I am angry.”
“I am embarrassed.”

Try to understand the feelings you see in yourself, and in 
others. Understanding your emotions helps you face the highs 
and lows of life in healthy ways  

Blue/sad/angry days are temporary. You can feel uplifted, 
happy and joyful again. 
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Discussion: All Grades 
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Do Things You Enjoy:
Draw
Enjoy Nature
Laugh
Sing
Hang Out with Friends
Play a Game
Watch a Movie
Paint
Listen to Music

Discussion: Coping Skills
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Take Care of Yourself:
Eat Healthy Food

Sleep Well

Get Help:
Talk to a Friend

Talk to a Trusted Adult
Get Away from the Problem

Use Different Parts 
of Your Brain:

Read
Write a Story or Poem

Set a Goal
Learn Something New

Journal

Keep a Positive Attitude:
Make a List of Things You Like
Focus on What You Can Control
Say Positive Affirmations
Use a Stress Ball
Take 10 Deep Breaths

Helping Other People Can Shift Our 
Focus and Make Us Feel Better.

Perform a Random Act of Kindness

Exercise:Go for a WalkRide a BikeDo Yoga



Extending the Conversation: 
Show Our Feelings
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Help students notice, name, 
and understand their own 
feelings and the feelings of    
others by naming a few 
emotions on a chart.

Ask students to share what 
each emotion looks like, 
sounds like,
feels like...



Extending the Conversation: 
Can You Guess What I Was Feeling?
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Can you guess what I was feeling?
● Share a personal story of when you felt a certain way, 
but don’t identify the actual feeling word.

● Then, ask students to think of a time when they 
experienced that same feeling.

● Finally, tell students the feeling word you were thinking 
of and find out whether you were both talking about 
the same word.
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Digital Conversation:

Digital Citizenship Role-Play:

Jokes, sarcasm and upper case writing can all be 
tricky in the digital world. 

Avoid sending a mixed-message by being clear,
thoughtful and showing respect.



Activity Ideas: Lower Grades

Support children’s empathy: When children sense that another 
child is sad, lonely, or upset, they are often curious about what is 
going on. These situations are opportunities to build empathy. 
Encourage children to look for physical cues that will help them 
identify how the other child is feeling. Then help them explore the 
reason behind the feeling and think of ways they can help.
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Pass The Face



Activity Ideas: The Feelings Song-
Shades of Emotions

Donated paint sample

strips can be used  

to create a colorful

palette of emotions.

Use The Feelings Song, (3:12)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsISd1AMNYU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsISd1AMNYU


Activity Ideas: All Grades
Perform a Random Act of Kindness
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Sometimes the best way 
to feel better about 
ourselves is to think 
about how others are 
feeling.

Challenge each student 
to perform a random 
act of kindness when 
they're feeling blue.



Activity: All Grades
Empower Youth To Switch Directions
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Activity Ideas: All Grades
Sadness as a Superhero?
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Inside Out is saying, 
"Listen to Sadness. 

Sadness is important. 
Sadness has something to teach you.
Sadness is not the opposite of Joy, 

she's her partner."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdhjztWMnVw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdhjztWMnVw%20


Activity Ideas: Developing Emotional 
Literacy: Emotion Mix-Up Game

Create Emotion Dice and play

Emotion Mix-Up with your class!

--Students roll the dice

--Use cut-outs to display 

the eyes and mouth

on your class template

--Ask students to

“Name That Emotion!”
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5 Minute Huddle: Use the PC Poster!!
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On your Project Cornerstone poster remember to:

1.Adhere new book cover

2.Acknowledge any questions or comments found in 

the envelope

3.Review previous month's goals

4.Share what was learned today (Have everyone close 

their eyes and think for a minute about one thing they 

learned from the book and discussion today. Ask them to 

open their eyes and pair-share with someone sitting next 

to them. Ask two or three volunteers to share their ideas 

with the class.)

5.Make new goals for this month
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